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By G. Sissingh
“,
!
The convenltion”al calculating methods for rotors of
/ rotating-wing aircraft with ‘hinged “olades are extended and
refined.
.:
The chj.c”fdefect of the i~.vestigations up to ~-ow Was
the assu~.ption of h more “or less ar”oitrlary “mean” drag
coe:?ficient for a section of the “olade. This defect is
remedied through replacement of the constant coefficient
‘oy a fuilction of hit;her orcler which corresponds to the l?o-
lar curve of the employed profile. In that way it is pos-
si-~le to extend the theory to include the entire range
from “autogiro” without power input to the driven ‘helic-
opter” with fori~ard-tilted rotor ,axis. The treatment in-
cludes the twisted rectangular blacl.eand a nontwisted ta-
pered “olade.
!l’hein~~estigation is ‘w,sed on.Waeatley’s report (ref-
,=~’.lic~lin turn iscrence 10), ,. ~~~ extension of the well-known
stu3ies of Glo.u.ert (references 1., 3, 5) and Lock (reference
2 ). Ii~ the interests of clai-ity, the principal points of
view 0? tk.e~e ~nalyze~ ~7ill %e ‘Driefly ~ov~o~;~ed.
SUMMARY AND 21SCUSSION
Proceeding from the ‘air floT,7 and stresses on a Section
of the ‘ulade, the formul-as for torque, axial and normal
thrust of a linearly twisted rectangular blade, and a non-
tw’isted t,apereil%1-ad.e,are dei”ived.
T’he principal advantage of the calculation over ear-
lier investigatioll’z is that it is not “necessary to depend
on a rowjl estimatioil of the “mean” drag coefficient when
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computing a c“ertain roto’r as the polar coordinates of the
blade section in question can be applied d~.rect, independ-
ent of any assumptions or empirically oitained constants.
The theory includes all flight stages of rotating-
wing aircraft from autogiro without power input to heli-
copter with forward-tilted. rotor axis without regular prop-
eller, and gives results up to coefficients of advance of
from 0.4 to 0-5 which aro in satisfactory agreement with
wind-tunnel tests.
The calculation becomes uncertain when, at higher co-
efficients of advance, the zone of the separated flow with-
in the rotor area is n.o longer covered 3y the stipulated
assumptions and- the effect of the occasional reversed-
velocity region, for Which the substitute functions fOr
the air force coefficients on the blade element are no
longer applicable, is observed as interference.
‘I!heagreement of the calculation with the experimen-
tal results will be proved and the effect of twist and ta-
per on the quality of o, rotor discussed in a future article~
I. NOTATION
1. Rotor
F
i
z
t
to
3?
CT
Y
k
m2,
m,
m,
m,
S,:;ept-disk areta,of rotor.
rotor radius.
number of blades.
blade chord = to (1 + p x).
blade chord for r=O, if the blade form is
lengthened as far as the axis of rotation.
taper factor for a tapered blade.
Zto
~olidity = ;–5”
Caf to R* P
blade mass constant = —————.——— .
I
/!
‘1 ~“’ ---I N.A. C.A~ Technical Memorandum No. 921.,1]~11) I.,-.mkg .s?, mass moment of inertia of rotor blade. .-/
P(rjlC~/lll,
h!G m.kg,
k~v -
k~h -
kd -
z Cq
R“
11 feR ‘(r’) r (r-c R) dr= 2,
For e = O, I is identical with the mass mo- .
ment of inertia of the rotor blade a%out %ho
horizontal binge.
“olade”vcight per unit of length as f(r).
blade-weight moment referred to flapping hinge.
2. Nondimensional Distances
Referred to Radius
distance of a blade section at distance r
from the axis of rotation.
distance of fla]?ping hinge from rotor axis.
~qo
<’t
factor allowing for thrust decrease at blade
tip for finite “olade number,
@~ ;@+ ,{
to (1+0.7 p) (
q@ ,P?’oy
B~l-w ——.———..———..— .1.5 R ,y&;3)1’ $
factor allowing for separation flow on return-
ing blade at higher coefficients of advance.
3. Rotor Coefficients
axial thrust
\ propeller-axis system.
normal thrust J
vertical thrust
horizontal thrust } wind-axis system.
torque -
positive for driven rotor,
negative when op,crating as windmill:
forces = coefficient 3’U2 p/2,
moment = coefficient FR U2 p/2,
p air density.
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u
u
v
Qd
w
v
w
P
Ad
Ca
In/s,
rrl/s,
m/s,
in/s,
m/s,
m/s,
s-’ ,
4. S$eeds
.,
tip of blade section at distance x.
tip speed at tip .a,rea..
flying speed.
axial flow velocity in the i~ormal.plane;
vd = V sin a- w, positive if flow is upward.
rotor induced velocity.
resultant relative inflow at a blade section
with component;
u V* in the normal plane,
u Vy perpendicular to the normal plane.
rotor angular velocity.
coefficient of advance.
axial flow Ad = vd/U. .
5. Force Coefficients
constant lift coefficient for separated- flow
ZOileS.
drag coefficient
profile constants.
factor allo~i:~g for shifting of ll!ade at hiigher
coefficients ‘of advance; i = 1 for snail coef-
ficients of ad.vanceo.
,, ,, . ! , , , . . . . . . . . . . . —. . . . . . . . -., . ..-. -—-... . ..-—
1 .–
ct.
J(J
x
Jf
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coefficient for ta.li~e’ntialforce
.- ..,.,
ct = Cw coscp -. Ca sin q.
For computing Ca t and co to c~ from the
profile polar, ‘u5e ail aspect ratio of
to (1 + 0.’7 p)
———- -_———__———
1.5 R
..
as basis. ,,
6. Angles
bn
rotor angle of attack (normal plane) to flow.
%lade angle of attack, aorodynanic setting of a
%lade section to normal plane;
b = do -1-x. $~.
angle of flo17, angle of llade inflow to normal
plane ; tan q)= X#vx.
operating angle of ,3blade section at Up =Cp+?g.
blade angle of rotation, neutral position back.
flapping angle referred to normal plane
13=ao-alcosV-bl sin $.
7. A3”oreviations
- Vn
o 1-r
,’
Ail
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II. INTRODUCTION
1.” Plow through Rotor
If the normal plane of a.”rotor faces the air flow at
an angle a, the axial flow through the rotor is, accord-
ing to figure 1:
where w is the rotor induced velocity which for coeffi-
cients of advance of around ~ > 0.2 within the swept
rotor-disk area may be co-nsidered as leing constant. It
is usually figured .at half t’nc amou-nt of tlmt comPuted by
the momentum theory for flow at ~:lfinity ‘ochind the rotor.
According to K~ssner~s hypothesis (rcforencc 28), the
com.nrised air quantity is the quantity of air passing
thr~ugh a sphere circumscribing the rotor. On these pren-
ises the rotor ,angle of attack a is:
(1)
The assumption of constant axial flow within the normal
plaile is no longer justified for the hovering stage. In
this case the actual conditions are better reyresentod by
a distribution of the induced velocity increasing linear-
ly with, the radius. There3y it can “De assumed that the
mean value w from momentum theory is reached by the par-
ticular blade elements at distance 0.7 R. (See Isacco,
reference 19. )
2. ~loi~ on a section of the Blade
The equations for the components of the relative flow
of a blade section at distance x ,are:
Uvx= U (x + w sin V) iilnormal plane direction (2)
( ~TJ Vy = U Ad-x ~$ )- w p Cos v perpendicular to
the normal plane (fig. 2 ) (3)
R~d,ial velocities are temporarily disregarded. In
-.. .,..,,.—
p ‘“is”’’t”he’flappi~~tingle-in ‘rel-ation to theequation (3) ““ “--
normal plaile. Its representation is limited to a Fourier
series of first order of the form:
since the calculation of different examples proved that
the. terms of higher order had practically no effect on
the rotor quailtities in question.
Z* Air-Force Coefficients at Blade Section
E>~-Oro~sed “oy sl.l~stitutc ~7~Lnctio~~ ..
T“he significant forces oi> a sOctiOil of the hlad.e are
the lift, the drag, and the tangential force in circum-
ferential direction. In compliance with modern autogiro
pr<acttce, the center of prc~surc of the air force is made
to coincide with tho ccntroid of the blade. As a result,
%hc ‘olades arc, while revolving, not subject to period
distortions conditioned by changiilg air-force moments.
Tho lift coefficient is, as usual, cxprcssod ‘Dy
c< ck. 4P
c c ‘ %J= (5)a ‘3
The lift gradient 1 for normal airfoil sectionsco.
may be put at 5.6. Deviating from previous investi~ations,
the drag coefficient is replaced “Dy the following function
of the operating angle
(6)
The tangential force coefficient is
%~ti f&..%.*.
ct = Cw cos W - Ca sin C!
In ~~e~~ of the smallness of V, ct can be expressed suf-
ficiently ex:~ct with
Ct = cm - Ca Cp (7)
‘1’hesign - in accordance with th{at for the torque - is
herewith so chosen that a section of the ‘olade actuated “oy
the air forces (autorotation r~.nge) correspond’s to a neg-
,~bti-~~ Ct Or kd, respectively.
—
_&
—.
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with ~ = CLp “ $ and insertion of equations (5) and
(6) in equation (7), the substitute function for the tan-
fl.~ntialforce coefficient follows asL.
. .
Ct = co + CLP (cl +-0 Ca ?)+- C& (Ca - Ca’) (8)
A comparison of the substitute functions with the ac-
tual variation of. the particular coefficient indicates
that % is very well represented wit’hin the range of ac-
tual practice. For ca 3 on the other h.md, the ‘~reak-
away of the flow is not taken into accol~nt. Consequently,
the substitute function for ct holcls only for operating
angles up to %
~“ 15G’*
A survey over the fundamental course of ct is ob-
tained from figure 3, where ct with its substitute func-
tion has been plotted a,sainst UT for various ilade an-
gles of ,at~ack d.
The curves disclose the ~act knoi~y~from Schrenk !S
presentation (reference 24) that tlhe CLD range of propel-
ling air forces decreases with increasi~g blade angle of
attack 4 until finally PO propulsion is at 311 possible
on the particular profilo at O : 13°.
They also confirm, ?.s previously mentioned, the good
agreement obtaining between the substitute function and
the actual course up to % : 150. !?hcn, of courso, the
representation is fundamentally crro:leous.
Ho~7ever, since in normal horizontal fl.ighi the cen-
tral and outer blade elements are struck at small opcrat-
iag ,anglcs$ the reprcseiltation of the cooffic5.eilts through
tb-e chose-n sub~titute functions is admissi-olc. Where ,
pe.rticularly at high coefficients of adv,ance, the assump-
tions are no longer complied witlz, correction factors are
employed. *
————————————————.. —----------------- --
.—-..———----- -7 .—— . . . . . . ..—--——..—--—..——.—————
*
The substitution of Cn and % with functions of
higher order is fairly obvious. 3ut then complications
occur in the su’osequent inte~rations according tO the
study.
\
-. 1
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P.eversed”flow.- ‘Oonforma%l.e to lVheatley (reference
-10), the lift in the .re,ver.sed-..vl.oci,$y$1:legionons written
in equation (5) as
..
%?=- ::-~
I For cw we introduce in equation (6):
J
(9)
(10)
1~1, HOVXRING STAGE
Axis,].flow and velocities e,~_,~_sgg~~g.n..of the blade.-
Accorcling to elementary jet theory, the mean axial flow
is:
A ..6 .—— x—
‘dmean 2
—.—_ ———.—.-_ ._L____ .._L ______________ ._.__.___....___..——.- ...._._...—_ ——_— ———-..-. .—— ———
*
‘The assumption am = - Vylv!x + ~ deviating from equation
.
(9) :?or tlle dra,g coefficient, affords several simplifica-
.!-.
~lOilS in the subsequent calculation. Since the drag in
reverse flow (al, 2 180°) is higher than in flow from the
leading +50 the t~ailing edge, tvould have to be re-
cl~oefflclentS;placcd ‘oy a function with other . . co to C2.
But the coefficients of advance ~ < 0.5 in question do
not justify this action, si~c~ the effect of t~le revers~R-
vel.ocity region on the forces and moments of ‘thewhole fo-
tOi- 5.s quite small. A certain ‘oalance is established “OY
the fact that the expression - ~yl 7X is, in most cases,
positive, r.nd then n greater operating ..angle - that is,
higher drag coefficient} io involved.
L—
.10 N.A. C.A. Technical Memorandu
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Assuming a linear distribution of. the rotor- indu
velocity over the radius, whereby the above Ad
. . mean
is reached at x = 0.7,. it is:
ced
x
l.~ith
(11)
Since vx = X for p = O, the angle of flow T
(fig. 2) is equal to
~dl independent of the position
the section of the blade.
Axizl thrust.- J! z--ola.~erot~r with blade chord t
——____________
has an axial thrust of ~ &WP
b..V
# 3R
f-: .%? ;>d @~Q;
z iv
1
z’~ t~ca~dr
2
:
The factor B allows for the thrust decrease a.t the blade
tip, ~-ue to the finite blade number. Su’Dstitution in the
conventional manner of the component u Vx in the normal
plane for the resultant inflow velocity v, gives the ax-
ial thrust coefficient
~p
-,.,3
~.
/
-2
k sa =0
:.i ‘X2 Ca ‘x
o
Expr es sing the “olade
t
form a:nd twist by funct ion s:
to (1 -t- x)
+x
affords
k
-sa =0 Ca ‘ (Ad, -1- + x dx
dx1 (1.2)+ ?sO $1)-!- -1- x
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The solution is: ..
fCa
,,.
B3
...— . . . .,,, .. ...—.
.
B4
the
B5 $1,). (13)
preceding considera-
.(P~B4$o 1‘z
TorquS. -
tions, it is:
In accordance with
x Cw (5.X
1 P1
u
p
I VX2LI
o
X.2
‘%kd . ax+
x
2
-G
,n
-c at
~x2
/’”B
/ vx-
‘.!
0
Introducing % according
v;< =
to equation (6) gives, with
1
r
x’/{ “ CO+C1 (,~dl+++xL
01)2}dx
$I)z}dx
o
1
p r“
J
:.! 4
{
co+cl (Adl+ao=-1-
0
II
o 3f>
. . ... , ----
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The result is:
(14)
IV. Horizontal I’LIGHT
Following the study of hovering the true flight stages
will be treated; that is, those stages in which the rotor
flow is approximately in direction of the normal plane. .
They are largely the opera tin.; stages of normal horizontal
fli~ht.
The limit toward one side is formed by the autogiro
without power input (free-wheeling condition with kd = O),
and on the other side, %y the drivqn,helicopter without
regular propeller %ut forlvard-tilted rotor axis. Iletween
I1,
!
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... ,
these two limits lie the nunerous possi%il,ities of a “heli-
.on.-which,.the ..p,owercan.te.arlii.t:rarily distributed
over roto l”,and regular propelle r,.
The study of the twisted rectangular blade and the
noiltwisted tapered blade is carried. out separately. Torque ,
aXial an,d ilorinal ~hru~t are co~puted. The change-over
from these forces to the flow-axis system (lift and drag)
is e~fected by simple transformation of the coordinates
1
,,
!1
To characterize the particular “Dlade, the coefficients
of axial and normal thrust ancl torque are supplemented by
the ind~c~~ v ,and t for twist and taper, respectively.
IJ
1
-. ~incarly Tristed Rectangular Blade
The cquiations for tlhc coefficients of flapping motion
.anfiaxial thr-uot ,are taken fron i7heatley ‘s report (refer-
ence 10) which, at .a twist of the form
recad as follows:
(M),
(16)
(17)
P3)
14 N.A. C.A. Technical Memorandum ITo. 921
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The blade constant .y for aQ in equation (15) is a
measure for the ratio of the airrn”force moments to the mass-
force moments:
I
~
J ‘(r)
r (r-e 3) dr (19)=g,
eR
I?or the first cases of e = O (flapping hinge in axis of
rotation) I is identical with the r.ass moment of inertia
of a “Dlade with respect to the rotor axis
R
I
e=o=~ Jr ‘(r)‘2‘r
o
Here P is the blade weight per unit length. Assuning
P = constant (uniform weight distribution across the blade
length), the expression for Y further reduces to
With the normal values:
P = 0.125 kg.sa m-4
~= 9.81 m./s2
car= 5.6
it finally gives for this specific case (e = O, P = con-
stant )
(2?0)
N.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum
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R 2%
z.t&&#2Md=~ [ss @.r. cw. cospdrdp
00
l EB %
{n’
—cc’ + 9.P,:.
( )
%+9.++ drdy
00 %
sit z%
I?J”VA+$O+S8=drdv+$ fu’.ru=(% )
—pR. shlQ *
–#R. zln* 2s
-f N“r(-w-%-’”-zfi ‘“d’) }10%
. . . . . .. .(21)
15
,,
The lift contribution having been investigated by Uheatley
(reference 10), the terms with Cw muet be evaluated. They give:
132
kdcw=~ [f J vzz.x.cw.dz.d~
00
032
( )}+.,:+i?o+x@l’. dxdtp
—~sin y 72
( )}
+C2 ;+@o+XO,’ dxdy
—-. —
. .— ., .—.
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—
[~ (co+cl. oo+c,.@o’)fJu.’. dzdydyZn
+ %Js VV2. .x . dx d T/~
1 2X
+ (C1+200C,) ~~v~.vg.x.dxdy
60
I 2=
+ 2?91. C2H Vz . VV . @ o dx dy] (24)00
After arrangement of the terms, together with the
contribution of ca taken from Wneatley’s report, the torque
of the linearly twisted rectangular blade is:
(~=(co+c,.$o+c280’j ++~p2–*p4)
++ad(c, +2@c2)+( &c1+2&@,.c,) (+++p’)
+;’’”c’(+++’’’)+ :’’”o’”c’+c’{~,’(i+ :~z)
( )( )
1
+Pad% ;+’ +~d’ ;—;PZ –Tpa, b,
+a,2(~p2-~~4)+b,2(&+~p2)}
{( )(
—car Adz ;B’—+p’ +Ad ;B380+&p3t30
‘) ( )+~B4@1+~3,u48 +pAdal ~B’—~p’
)
+ao’(~p2Bz–&pJ –~paobl. B3
(1
+ al’ ~T B4 i- ~ P’ B’) + b,’ (’ B4 +; p’ B’)} . (25)
Normal thrust.- The normal thrust is buiit up
from the contr~tions of the forces at the blade
in circumferential direction (normal plane) and the
lift components created by the flapping motion.
In the normal plane a section of the blade at
distance x has at blade setting~ a normal thrust of
172g t dr ct sin~
=#~tcir sin~(cw-casinq)
Considering first the share of Cw, we find:
In
&I= & [ss vz2..cw.siny .dxdy00
1 2J2
+J J vz2. cw. shy. dxdfp
—psinv z
—~csin~ 232
— JJ vm’. cw.sin~.dz.dy] . . . . . (261
o .7
17
/
—
f
if
(:i,1~~/’, ZJ.A.C.,A.Technical Memorandum Ho. 921;i’ These expressions outwardly have a resemblance$’ to equationg (22) to (24). There sin ~ substitutes[7i- for 1 x x and accordingly, we have:
-$ ~ ~~ ~~
.,
q .,
k+g
4
[
(~’+-c,.i30+.c,0?J) j~o~.sin~dxd~
~
I
+(cl.01+2fi001.c2)j~~c’.x.sh~~xdy
-j,I
j’ +
c~.1912H v=s.xz.sinydxd~
‘1
< +“ c,Jr,vvz.skydxd~
12Z
+ (c,+280.ca) f~vz.vv.sinydxdy
00”
I
1 2?C
+’ 2@l.c, ~~v..vv. z.sinydxdy
00 1
... (27)
The share of ca in the normal plane amounts to:
u.Ca’
ksnll=—~ xJ
x
u 63’.——
2m [H
vvz. sinydxdy
+S~%.vm.vu.sinydxdy
+jpl. v..vv 1.x. sinydxd~ . . . . (29)
The normal thrust of a blade with setting * is,
for flapping angle B and lift A,
- A p COS*
according to which:
BJZ
k
--=[ffv~’(:+’o+x”l)~ ”’”syd’d~an111— 00
+80 j V.’. ‘0S ydxdy
+&l fju.2w. cosydxdy] . . . . . (30)
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Introducing /3= a. -al COSV - bl sinw, we find:
x
kusm=-~”[ +:o~jvz”u v”cosydxd;
x
— al U‘ vz. vv. coszydxdy
The ultimate result is the sum of k~nl
as coefficient of normal thrust:
[ ( )&*=U (Co+@’%+cz”@02);P+:~3
lV.A.C.A. Technical Memorandm No. 921
2. Nontwisted, Tapered Blade
.—.
The blade chord is to be a function of the
radiu.eof the,.form
t=to(l+, pa y).’,. .’.;. ~,. . . (33)
Flami wz motion.- The coefficients ao. al, %1
of the flapping motion are as usual obtained by
Fourier division of the thrust moment Ms.
BR
M,=~v2.r.t.ca.p/2dr ‘
o
:ti2.R2.to.cJ:,,2 [fo#.w:(5+#o)(l+ pz,di
o
The manner of writing
second expression should be
the region of the returning
From equation (34) follows:
~ indicates that the
l-r
allowed for only for
blade (~=m+2TT).
M.
—={”””g”x”d’+$o~”~”’”d’‘~z R4. to. Cal.Q/2
o 0
B B
+PJ% % .x2.dx+ p&j~ua2.x2.dx
---:[[: ””.”‘“’x +;:;:” ‘“d’
o 0
—Wsiny —psin4p 2Z
+PJVZ”VV .x2dx+p$O~vZ2. z2dx]
o (J
“z (35). . . . . . .
The harmonic analysis of this expreegion givev:
M,
(—=~AB3+0,08p2Ad+:@o B4+/J2B2-:p4tO.ca’. p/2. w2R4 3 d )
{( ) }
+p 00 ~B5+;/L2Ba +; B4A&—&44Ad
{
9
+siny ~pfio. B3+0,053p4 i?o-~a~. B4
+~pAa-B2—&p81d+~-p2alB2
+P(&JB4flO++B3#.~
—~B5q+&B3,u2al
{
)}
+cosy —~paOB3—0,035p4a0
+~, blB4+&2b, B2
+p(~Bbbl—~B4pao
)}+& Bap’bl . . . . (36)
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Since in this Fourier series the constant tezm
with the exception of one factor must be equal to a.
and the factors of sin~ and cosl//must equal zero,
the coefficients of the flapping motion are as follows:
Uo=:y
2 [ ( )
&B3+(),()8P3&+~80 B4+p2Bz—&44
{ ( )}1+p~].dB4—&p4&-!-80~B5+~p2B3—~.. . . . . . . (37)
2,U
al =
(
B4—~pZBg+pB3 0,8B2—&2 )
+J+oB4+;B3&)}
( 0,0354,uaoB ~+~B.p+T.pa)bl =
Bz+;p’+p (0,8B3++P2B )
. . . . . . (38)
. . . . . . (39)
Axial thrust.- The supplementaryaxial thrust in
relation to the rectangular blade with chord to, is:
—[H”’”’(5+’”P’
~k,~=p”;;cfi’
+}~~.z(~+.o)d.d,
—Psiny n
—tfsintp 2n
+f f%’. Z(–:–%)dz d,]
on
x x
_p.u.ca’
_—
2?3 [D
vx”vu. xdxd~i-oo
Jr 1vzz.xdxdy (40)
In con~unction with the axial thrust for the
rectangular blade according to equation (18), it
therefore gives for the nontwisted,tapered blade
&2zm2e- H- also the additive t-s relative to
the rectangular blade are considered. The share of Ca
in analogy with the consideration of equation (21) is:
21
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and the additive decelerating moment from
Cw is, according to equation (24):
~~
-r.- ...- A kd .U .= R [(%+.I%+C,.%’) Jf%’.z%x’ch
~1
1
+c, jjvv2. x2. dx. dy
!, 1 2X
+(cl+2@o c*)jjua. ug. z2. dxdy] (43)
Ii
o II
~$, After combining and arranging the terms,
‘1 the final result for the torque of a nontwistedti
tapered blade is:
/’
)‘+=(CO+ 80.C1+8F.C,)(+++P’—+P’
~
+(cl+%”c,)”+ad
/
‘1
{( )
+C* ~’ ~-+i~–~’ -&p Lja,( +-~-#)
!I
/
+“’(:-:~’)-:~~!’+~’(~ ~’-+~’)
I ( )}
+b,’ +++/4’
{( ) ( 2“)
‘Ca’ A$ ;Ba —&LL? +Ad@~ ~Ba+GPa
)(+P2~%(~B2”–~# +a,’ ~P’@–16 )~ 1“
1“
——
~fi%h” (Ba+al ~ )
2 &4@~aB%
( )}
+b,’ ;B4+&a B2
+ P [(%+ cl”~o+ca”@.2)(~ +~/’2)+~&(cl+2@o%)
+c’{~,2(&++P2)+P2dUl(: -&~8)
(+A# ~—&F)-& paObl+~p2a02
( )}+b,a &+&p’
{( )(4)—e.’ adz+B9—&.’ +&@O ‘B+4
( )-1-pldai ~Ba—~nP’ +a.2. ~B”pa
1
(
1 1
_——
)~~%h”B4i-al% T~B5-1-~Ba/Jz
( )}1+bf &B5+&P’Ba . . . . . . . (44)
Normal thrust,.- The share of Cw in the normal
plane is, conformable to equation (27):
and the share of Ca in the normal plane;
according to equation (29):
22
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x
+~o~~uz.vv.z.sin~dzdy] . . . . (46
The increment from the lift comuonent
is in accord with equation (31): -
Ak,n=I= —&’[+ao~fua. vu.x.cos~dxdy
x
— al JJvn.vu.x.coszydxdy
,x
—bljjvzwv .x.cos~sinydzdy
x
+ 80a. JJvma. x.costydxdy
x
—i?oal~~vmz .z. cos’ydxdy
x
— 00 b,
U
VZZ. x. cos yJ. sin y dx dw] f47)
By combining these terms with equation (32),
normal thrust of a tapered blade follows as
!y=(co+c,.@o+.,.&oz)(+p+&pS)
(+ (2 CZOO+CJ ~pl~—+al++~zal)
{ (
J. 4+C2 .&adz ++psaoz —aobl~w2—~nP3
)
(‘ada~ ~—~~ )(
1 11——2 —%2 ~1’ )~~/’3
(+b~2&+-&P3 )}
{( ) (3 )+ Ca’ al-Ad ~B3—~p2 +al. &o ~B3+&p3
( )(+%2 ~B’p —&p3 +a12 ~B2p—$@ )
( )—aObl ~B3+&p3 —~,uadz
(
—&@j B—&p )}
[ (+p (CO+ CI”OO+C280’) +P+ *P’ )
(+(2c2ilo+cJ ~fll,j-~q+~pzal )
{+ ca &/.J2&z+ &/’ (
1
)
4a02—aobl _p%_~p4
8 48
(
44
‘ad% ~—@’
)(
1 44
3 —alz —/4-~--P4
12 )
( )}
-b12 &+&w4
{(+ C=’ 4Z~Ad;Bg-&p 3)+a’o”(*@’+k~4)
( )(
.122
)+ %2 ~BaP—&zp4 + @ ~B3P-EP4
(
4 _2 2Jd2
—aobl ~B4+&p ) 3nP
( ))1—h@B2-; p2 . . . .4Pdo . . (48)
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V, CORRECTIONS
-, . ..
1. A-ll”owance for”-Fi~ite l’lapping-Hinge Distance
from the Rotor Axis
So far it had been assumed that the flapping hinge of
the Ilade coincided with the axis of rotation. But in the
majority of constructions this hinge is a certain distance
away from the rotor axis and for such cases the flapping
motion and, consequently, the aerodynamic characteristics
of a rotor are erroneously reproduced.
If e indicates the nondimensional distance of the
flappiilg hinge, the thrust moment with respect to this
hinge is:
BR
r 28ids =
J
v 2 Ca t (X - e) R dr
iR
=U’gt ~’[,l~ca Vy’ PBx dx - e f VX2 Ca dx
.
I
1
u ~ J
e e
(49)
Siilc6 e ~ 0.1 in the practical designs, the lower
inte,gr(ation limit e can le fairly accurately put at O.
Then
Ms = Ra U2 t ~ [~ zxdx-e~ ,Cadxl ~50)z~[cavx
d’ J’ ‘x 1“
o f)
where the first integral expresses the lift moment Con-
formable to the cited considerations with e=O; the sec-
ond- term comprises the change due to the outwardly shifted
flapping hinge.
,l~_.Linearly_twisted rectangular blade.- For this me-
..—————_———.-——-..>_—.. ———————
me”nt change the insertion of the substitute function for
Ca according to equations (5) and (9) gives:
—. —
.—.. . .—.
,;. .
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B
2TT .’
where 1 again indicates that the second integral is to
‘1-r
be considered only for lj=llto2n. Neglecting this cor-
rection, which in fact is unimportant for the final result
at the practical coefficients of advance, the harmonic
analysis of the expression for the moment change conforma-
ble to equation (51) gives:
-+ Cosj)’{ -+wao~2
This affords as ne~~ equations for the Fourier coeffi-
cients of the flapping monents on a twisted rcctafigular
25
+P(;P@OB3+O>053P4~O—$~1 B4
)}1+~bl B’+~p2bl B2 . . . . . . . . (57)
The flapping motion coefficients for a tapered
blade and a flapping hinge shifted out of the axis of
rotation (see footnote, p.26), are then as follows:
~=W’”e’{:’’B3+0W3’d+:o”P+~2B2-:~4)}
{ ( )}y P _$AdB4-o,094fJ4Ad +% ~- B6+&L42B3
{ ( ))1 MG—e ~’t~B2.+i?o ~Ba+~pZB ——I.CIY . (58)
2p
‘al=
( 1 ‘ F$%3-’2B)(&-0,5 p2B2)(l-pe) + p 0,8 B5—3p B
[{ ( ~ P2 +00 ~“B3+Q106P3 (l—p-e)
X & B2—~
)( )}
+p(B4z90+; B3A&)
1
—e(2i?OB2 +2&B) . . (59)
{ ) }4,u B (1 —pe)(&-l-%”p’ +P.~—fibl=uo.
(1–pe)(B2+~w2)+p@,8B3+~p2B)-e&+~) (6o)
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blade and a hinge ~hifted out of the aXis of rotation:*
b) Nontwisted ta~ered blade.- The equation for the
————..——&——&—._..______—
change i-n lift nomect is:
A Es r
r ~–z--z-----..—————— = ( ‘Y++‘~- Tj tO Car P/2 e ‘x )
dx
L ,~; \G; o
0
o
3 3
.
=el
L
‘[
‘x Ty dx + $0 in VX2 dx
.- ,.J“
o 0
r?B/
/
Fa 7
+9
‘x ‘Y
x dx+p ~. ~ VX2 X dx
J
(56)
=]0 “o.-——— —.-—_____________......________________._._.______________________
*
~quations (54,55) ar.d (59,60) for defining al and
are the result of the simplified assumption that the
of the 31ade mass forces
~
‘ ~ J~p(r)r( --e I’.) dr
equals the mass moment of inertia:
R
I
m= ;:;? (r) (r-e ~)’dr
The exact solution gives two equations with unknown
~~ld
~1, which are obtained when the nondimensional
of sin ~j ill the Fourier series for the thrust moment is
1)1 (Ire-?)
equated to —...———=—-— aild.that Of Cos v is equated to
~to cat R4’C2
al (Ire-I)
——————.——.
~
to Ca r R4
~
111
moment
al
factor
~~o~e: For equations (57) to (60) inclusive, see page 25.
..,-.-..,..... .— -,.-,,, ,, .,,
1’“-.’ ~;!J,III!~‘1/,, N.A. C.A. Technical Memorandum No. 921 27,1,~’.Ij The subsequent calculation of the rotor is @ffected!:;~ with the normal formulas, wherein the coefficients of the,,;!: new flapping motion, according to equations (53) to (55)‘1IIfl or (58) to (60) are simply inserted. Strictly speaking,1/ allowance should also be made,, when determining the flow
\
1’ angle cp at the filade section,i that in the expression for
Vy , according tc equation (3), the term due,to the flap-
~~ piilg velocity
(1; changes , though this can be ignored for values of es 0.1.
I
I 2. Change in Profile Drag Coefficient Due to Yaw of
the Blade at Coefficients of Advance
Ii~ the determination of the resultant flew velccity
of 2, blade section during rotation, it had thus far been
assumed that the flow in the normal plane is always per-
pendicular to the blade - i,e.’, the velocity component in
blade direction wus ignored. In rea,lity, the resultant
velocity in the normal plane consists of the circumferen-
tial velocity of the particular blade element and the fly-
ing speed V=VU (fig. 5):
v .xu:~u
resultant
hoi~ce the blade section is exposed under a changing angle
6 while rotating. It is:
tan 8 = pJ Cos I/l.————.-—..— (61)
x + p sin $ ,
Since the polar of a profile, especially the drag,
chailges in yaw with the angle of side slip 8, an average
~alue for this 8 is formed as function of the coeffi-
cient of advance. In this mailner, a comparison with cor-
responding :-’ind-tunnel tests affords a correction factor
for the drag coefficient which takes care of the yaw of
the %lade at coefficients of advance.
Allowance for the rating of the blade elements in the
various settings is carried out in such a way that the in-
dividual points of the disk area swept %y the rotor are
1, ‘ ,,!, ,. , ,,,m, ,, ,., ..!.! .--... ! ! . ,,, ,,,,-,,---,, ,..,.,-,-,,,.,.-,. , , , , ! ,-, ! ,,,,, ,!. .! -!!!.. .!.! .! !. !.!,,..,,,,,, ,,,
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., ’.” ... . ,.
. . .
c~as~ed ac~Ording to the dynamic pressure under which the
blade element, operates. For blade setting $; it is:
.,
0
tan 8mean = ~———. —.——.— -
o
1 pcos$(x+wsin$) dx
o
= ————————————.—————--—————-——————
~
(52)
0 ,,
When forming the integral-over ~, it should le o%-
served that for the particular mean value am the a’osolute
amount without consideration of the sign is of interest.
The integral should therefore express only half a rotor.
Furthermore, 6 changes sign on the returning blade for
x = - w sin ~. Herewith, we have:
tan am =
ry
[I w cost (X+V sin ~)d~ dx-2 [~ I ~ Cos$(x+w<.,~ ,.. fJ
no ‘l’To
5
_——= ————.—————————————————————————————————————————
-5
sin $)d~ dx
—_—.—..—————_—
(63)
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From the presentation of .thi~ fundtion in figur”e 6,
-it is seen ,,thatthre.mean ..an.gl.eof sitieslip occurring at co-
efficients of advance is not insignificant. I?or p = 0.4,
for instance, it”amount.,s te about 20°.
Allowance for thisangle, of sideslip i“s now made in
such a way that the normal polar is conlputed with i CIV
instead of with C.w“= Co”+ c1 ap -I-C2 CLpa. The correction
factor i is to he’’taken from corresponding wind-tunnel
tests as f(8m). “’
~( In earlier aerodynamic studies of rotors, the effec-
~
tive flolv velocity of a blade had been expressed “Dy the
component of the velocity perpendicular to the blade. .
Hence the calculation was already made with a reduced dy-i
namic pressure.I In the evaluation of tests on airfoils in
yaw, the coefficient of the drag must accordingly be re-
ferred t~ the flol~ perpendicular to the blade.
To my knowledge there are at the present time no ac-
ceptable test data of this kind for well--rounded blades
such as are employed for rotor ‘olades. For this reason,
it is very desirable tm make such experiments notv, in or-
der that the effect of the yaw, which at high coefficients
of advance is certainly of no small influence, may be elu-
cidated.
.3., Allowance for Break-away of I?1OW at Returning
Blade with Coefficients of Advanco
In the investigations on the representation of the
air-force coefficients on the”blade element at the begin-
ning of the report, it had already been nointed out that
the validity of the preceding considera,t~ons hinges upon
the ccntraland out-er parts of a, blade during rotation
‘Deing subject to small aerodynamic operating angles.
However, inasmuch as these assumptions are n’o longer
alw~.ys complied with at high coefficients of advance, it
is necessary, to discy.ss tho operating angles ~ atCj;e
different points of.the ;rotor disk more in detail. -
fined to the normal flight, stages, where the flnw through
the rotor is approximately in the normal plane, the disk
area swept by the blades c,,anbe fundamentally divided into
three zones of operating o.ngle (fig. 7).
— — —.. . . .---- .
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On the side of the. returning blade
the blade elements within the disk” area
r=- V-R ‘sin $
are in the reversed velocity region.
N;. .921
(~ = 180°to 360?),
This is fqllowed %y a zone B of separated flow for
which the representation of the lift coefficient Ca .by
fa
Ca p is no longer justified. This critical region can
be approximately demarcated from the sound flow with r =
-“h R sin ~,- where 1 is left to le determined. It is
the distance x at which, for ~ = ~~o”, the value
= 150
al? is ,reached, according to the previous consider-
ations.’
,
I’or W = 2’70°, it is
Vx =x-~
and consequently,
Solving this equation with respect to X, it affords with
am = 0.26
-b=
v (0.26 - $)+hd*-—________________
0.26 -al-~
(64)
For the rest of the principal share A of the disk
area the angles an are smaller than 15°, which confirms
the correctness of-the theory of the forves at, the blade
eleuient .
-————— _________________ ,__._,_______________________________________
*It is advise,%le, however, to analyze the working angles
aP of the different blade elements for += 2’70°, so”as
to gain some opinion about the proper selectfon of b.
IF,,
.
‘1i,
?)1(,,,~
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j~‘1
The correction for the separated flow, (the shaded lrea) in figure
I
7, is applied in such a way that ca is replaced for this range ~ a
~1
constant value Cao~0.5c8H. Naturally the share already contained in
,,1,
,1
1‘
“~,: the previous equations for k~a,ksn and kd must be subtracted again from
~,1, th9 assumption Ca = Ca’Up. Quite obviously this kind of correction is
II possible only if b does not exceed the”value B, but which will uxider,
1
,;~~
,,, normal conditions be rarely the case with the present day customary!1,\
[
coefficients of advance.,‘!!
)’~~ The signs for the subsequently computed correction”terms are so
;~‘f chosen that these expressions become additive to the old coefficients.
f, TO illustrate: if ksacorrect is the coefficient of axial thrust with
~ allowance for the separated flow, and Ak$a the correction, it is:
! ‘sacorrect =kOa+Ak~a . . . . . . . ..(65)
a)I Linearly twisted rectangular blade, Axial thrust:
2m—bsin~
Ak u [ H vzz.dydx‘“”=% C“”
n —-psiny
-ca{~j:::~~+~o+.o,)d,d.}]
z —psin*
With the abbreviated method of writing tn = bn -Wm , the result reads,
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This contains only the shares of the forces in the
normal plane. The correction from the lift component dw
to flapping angle may be neglected, since this effect
appears at the decisive blade eettings of p Z 270°
primarily a8 lateral force, while the reaction on the
normal thrust is quite small. On these assumptions the
noimal thrust correction reads,
(+al’ &C3+=1C’/J+&c/J’)(+bl’ .+*PP++)
—a. bl ( )1&PP-&”w. . . . . . . (69)
Torque.
2?c-bsin~
[ H
A kdv=j: Ca’
( )vze”x”: ~+-&I+X@l dydx
z —flsiny
2rc-bsinw
n —~sinp
,.
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Torque. Conformably to equation (70) the torque
correction reads;
2fi-bsin W
2n—bsiny
+~ ~vu’. x.dydx
w —usinp
2n—bsin W
.
n —~sin p
(77)
l=-” .-, -.
1,
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Flight direction4
Figure 1.- Axial flow through
normal plane.
P
—v— direction
ksv = k~a cos u - k8n sin d
k~h = k8a sin U+ k8n cos u
Figure 4.- Air forces and rotor
setting.
ju:m” \Direction of
Figure 5.- Blade section in yaw.
Figure 6.-
ficient of
Mean angle of uideslip
plotted against coef-
921 Figs. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
Figure 2.- Velocities and angles at
a sec%ion of the blade.
I I I I I I I 1 1\I /1 1 1 1 1
a, Actual variation
b, Variation of substitute function
Figure 3.- Tangential force coeffi-
cient as f(d ) for various
iblade angles of attack .
Airfoil section: G5ttingen 367
Iy-tw” “
b
a)
$’4
z
I
V=9U0
yl=.u’
Direction of-ion of rotors
A, Region of sound flow k
B, Region of separated flow
(idealized)
C, Revereed-velocity region
Figure ?’.-Operating angle of blade
sections in rotor-swept-
advance. disk area.
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